Breakthrough for your IT
Follow a segmented, secure and innovative approach to
IT Modernization with our Future IT Transformation Suite

Free your mission-critical IT and catapult your
legacy systems for the modern age with our
Future IT Transformation Suite

Through a segmented, secure and comprehensive
modernization approach, you can catapult your legacy
systems into the modern age with minimalized risk,
disruption and worry.

The combination of T-Systems’ experience and our
proven digital toolbox unlocks value from your legacy
architecture with minimal business risk and
disruption.

Our approach

The world is changing at rapid pace and so too must your
business. But rapid change brings huge risk; moving from
legacy to modernization brings potential challenges of
infrastructure instability, business disruption and cost
explosion; not to mention a never-ending project cycle.
While modernizing your IT architecture to prepare the
infrastructure as the backbone for your company’s agile,
digital business world is a must; the risks often outweigh
the benefits. Instead of moving with the times, you’re
surviving with them, never truly reaching your business’
true potential.
Many enterprises are reluctant to modernize missioncritical applications because, well, they are mission critical!
The business quite literally runs on them! So how do you
mitigate the enormous business risk associated with
modernizing legacy systems and how can you find a
trusted, secure partner to manage the risk on your behalf?
T-Systems has decades of experience in large, complex
infrastructure projects and has both the knowledge and the
tool set required for successful IT Modernization. Our Future
IT Transformation Suite (FITT) offers a unique portfolio of
six proprietary IPs that can assess where your business is on
its modernization journey, rewrite your architecture with
micro services that can be deployed individually, and
unleash the valuable hidden data trapped in your old
architecture.

Legacy systems often lead to a high cost of ownership and
render inflexibility to the system. Accelerate your
digitalization roadmap by transforming your IT landscape.
As an enabler of digital change, T Systems can help you get
future ready. The FITT Suite is designed to help you kick
start your transformation journey without freezing code.
Aligned closely with our customer challenges, our focus
areas for IT modernization include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Landscape assessment
Monolith to microservice transition
Rehosting strategy
Mainframe to cloud migration
Data consolidation and synchronization

How customers can benefit
▪ Unique suite of tools for effective IT Modernization,
addressing all architecture layers

▪ A modern approach to legacy transformation, enabling
monoliths to micro services transformation via a
segmented transition
▪ Unlike traditional IT Modernization, we bring a
mainframe containerization approach to modernization
using standardized, automated digital tools
▪ Identify quick wins for transformation and realize a faster
ROI
▪ We can segment traditional ‘big bang’ projects to
mitigate risk, minimize system outages and keep
projects on budget and on time
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IT Modernization

Future IT Transformation Packages
Quick Start Offer
Get a deep dive assessment of your IT landscape with our expert
When to use?

▪ Get a detailed analysis of your legacy systems, technologies and applications
▪ When you need an accelerated strategy and roadmap into your IT transformation

What is
included?

▪ An expert from T-Systems to conduct interview sessions with business and IT experts to understand
the pain points
(number of interviews and duration to be discussed and agreed upon before starting the exercise)
▪ Gather information about the existing application landscape
▪ Understand the TCO and current licensing model
▪ Dynamic analysis reports with different perspectives/views
(to be discussed and agreed upon before starting the exercise; no migration or transformation
involved, only analysis)
▪ High level roadmap with recommendations for modernization options highlighting clear benefits

How much
does it cost?

▪ €15,000 (One time fee and Exclusive of VAT)

Terms & Conditions
▪
This document is for information purpose only and is not a binding offer. If you are interested, we will be happy to send you the
relevant contract documents. These also detail the exact content of the service.
▪
Limited offer: T Systems holds the right to give this to the first five customers who sign up here to receive more information and to
be further contacted by our sales department
▪
The offers are only valid for business customers of T-Systems International GmbH. All prices are net prices quoted exclusive of VAT
at the applicable rate.
Contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
E-Mail: info@t-systems.com
Internet: www.t-systems.com
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